
 

Our FRENCH Journey  

At St. Mary’s Catholic Primary School 

LKS2 

UKS2 

 

FOOD, GLORIOUS FOOD 

Follow and join in with a story, say what foods 

from I like/dislike, describe the colour or size of an 

object, ask politely for something 

FRIENDS AND FAMILY 

Identify and introduce some of my relations, name 

some common pets, recognise some rooms in my 

home, masculine and feminine nouns 

WHAT’S THE TIME? 

Say and write a sentence to tell the time, count in fives 

to at least 30, understand and use the terms avant 

and après, 

HOLIDAYS AND HOBBIES 

Describe the weather, going on holiday, answer 

questions about sports and hobbies 

OUR SCHOOL 

What’s in my classroom and pencil case?, follow 

commands, ask and answer questions 

TIME 

Say and order the days of the week; and months 

of the year, count on from 11-31, say my own 

birthday, ask other people when their birthday is 

GETTING TO KNOW YOU 

Say hello and goodbye, introduce yourself, say 

how you are feeling, count to 10, say your age 

ALL ABOUT ME 

Name parts of the body, Identify colours, name 

items of clothing, 

GOING SHOPPING 

Express an opinion, change the French word for 

‘the’ to the French word for ‘some’, use adjectives 

to describe nouns, ask and answer questions 

WHERE IN THE WORLD? 

Countries and continents around the world, 

distinguish masculine and feminine nouns, use the 

correct masculine/feminine preposition, pronouns 

ALL IN A DAY 

a.m. and p.m. - du matin, de 

l’après-midi and du soir, say and 

write a sentence to tell the time to 

five-minute intervals, tell the time in 

24-hour time, read and interpret 

timetables in 24-hour times  

SCHOOL LIFE 

Use the pronouns il and elle, comparative 

adverbs, ask and answers questions about 

where things are in the classroom, 

subjects, 2d shapes,  

TIME TRAVELLING 

Recognise number words in spoken 

sentences, say numbers larger than 100, 

say when and where I was born, learn 

about events in French history 

THAT’S TASTY 

Ask and answer questions about food and drink, 

express likes and dislikes, describe foods 

FAMILY AND FRIENDS 

Introduce family members, describe size and 

type of houses, name items inside a home, 

express likes and dislikes about animals 

GETTING TO KNOW YOU 

Future tense – what would I like to do when I am older?, say 

how I am feeling, recognise key vocabulary, present 

information about myself 

ALL ABOUT OURSELVES 

Name some parts of the body, describe my and hair, place the 

adjective correctly in a sentence, use verbs in speech, 

statements in the third person, match emotion/health words 

with pictures 

THIS IS FRANCE 

Countries that border 

France, compass points, 

Paris landmarks, use the 

correct form of être – 

present or past imperfect 

tense 

LET’S VISIT A FRENCH TOWN 

Talk about what there is to do in a town, use simple prepositional phrases, 

use a bilingual dictionary, ask/answer questions about where a place is, 

recognise and use ordinal numbers 

LET’S GO SHOPPING 

Use the preposition entre and à côté de and choose the correct masculine 

and feminine form, use adjectives (colours) and place them after the noun, 

write money amounts in French, up to 500 € in multiples of 50 

ALL AROUND TOWN 

Name some of the major cities of France, 

amenities found in French towns, say and order 

multiples of ten, ask and give a simple address in 

French, use a bi-lingual dictionary 

ON THE MOVE 

name some types of transport, use Je… and Tu… 

correctly, give and respond to simple instructions 

for direction and movement, follow simple 

directions to find a place on a map 


